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Abstract. Magnetic bright points (MBPs) are among the most fascinating and interest-
ing manifestations of small-scale solar magnetic fields. In the present work the temporal
evolution of MBPs is followed in data sets taken by the Hinode satellite. The analysed
data and obtained results confirm a recently presented study done with Sunrise/IMaX
data, namely that MBPs are features undergoing fast evolution with magnetic fields start-
ing around the equipartition field strength, then showing strong downflows (between 2 to
4 km/s) causing the magnetic field to amplify into the kG range (700 to 1500 G) before
dissolving again. Furthermore the initial field inclinations depend on the initial magnetic
field strengths and show an evolution with more vertical angles at some point during the
evolution.
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1. Introduction
The magnetic fields of the Sun are responsible for its activity and cause
plentiful of interesting phenomena. Among the interesting features on the
smallest observable scales are the so-called magnetic bright points (MBPs).
First observed in the 70’s (e.g., Dunn and Zirker, 1973) they attracted lots of
interest in the 80’s when the community started to use the G-band filter for
identifying them(e.g., Muller, 1983). Nowadays their dynamics (velocities,
lifetimes, e.g., Bodnárová et al., 2013) as well as their static parameters
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(such as brightness, size, e.g., Wiehr et al., 2004) are studied in full de-
tail. Yet, there are many open questions such as, how is the magnetic field
stabilised and when it finally breaks down and the feature dissolves, how is
this process evolving and what happens to the energy stored in the magnetic
field.
In this proceeding we try to get a more complete understanding of the
evolution of MBPs by tracking them in a Hinode data set consisting of fil-
tergram data as well as inversion products created from spectropolarimetric
data. Firstly we will have a look on one detailed example before showing
statistical interferences from all of the tracked MBPs later on.
2. Data
The data were obtained by the solar telescope (SOT; Tsuneta et al., 2008)
onboard of the 2006 space-borne satellite Hinode (Kosugi et al., 2007). We
use a data set consisting of G-band data taken by the broad-band filter
imager (BFI) as well as spectropolarimetric data taken by the SP (spectro-
polarimeter). All the data sets have been carefully reduced by the corre-
sponding SSW IDL routines. Moreover, the SP data have been inverted
with the MERLIN inversion code and the inversion products were then
rescaled to the G-band data. Finally, all the data at hand (G-band, inten-
sity map, temperature map, magnetic field strength, LOS velocity map and
inclination map) have been co-aligned and cut to the same size (an auto-
mated algorithm for these tasks is available and described in full detail in
Kuehner et al., 2010). Figure 1 illustrates the data set by showing a small
detail of the FOV of all the available data products.
3. Analysis
To be able to analyse the evolution of MBPs we have to track them and
follow different interesting parameters. For this purpose we applied a fully
automated segmentation and identification routine described in Utz et al.
(2009, 2010) on the G-band data. After the identification of the features in
single images we had to combine that information to form complete evo-
lutionary tracks. This is done by adding pointers to the identified MBPs
pointing to the previous and following realisation of the MBP (more infor-
mation about this tracking procedure can be found in Utz et al., 2014).
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Figure 1: From top to bottom: A detail of the G-band image, intensity map obtained from
the spectro-polarimeter, Ca II H map, products from the MERLIN inversions: magnetic
field strength map, LOS velocity map and field inclination. The tracked MBP feature is
marked by a diamond the time is given in the top row. All the data (SP-data and inverted
data) have been scaled to the G-band resolution (BFI).
4. Results
Figure 1 illustrates the tracking of one MBP in several maps of interest-
ing parameters. From top to bottom these are the G-band, the intensity of
the spectropolarimetric data, the Ca II H filtergram and products from the
Merlin inversion such as magnetic field strength, LOS velocity and inclina-
tion. The MBP is clearly visible in the G-band and in the Ca II H data in
which it fades away a bit earlier than in the G-band. This MBP is part of
a group of MBPs belonging to some extended magnetic field patch as can
be seen in the magnetic field strength map and inclination map. The LOS
velocity map shows that it is formed in a downflowing intergranular region.
Figure 2 gives the extracted plasma parameters for this particular MBP.
A clear response can be seen in the G-band as well as in the chromospheric
Ca-II H intensity curves. Furthermore it is visible that the magnetic field
existed already before the formation of the MBP (about 1 kG) and does not
change too much during the evolution. Finally, when the MBP dissolves, the
field drops down to values of a few hundred G (400 G). The LOS velocity
shows an increase to 1.5 km/s just before the onset of the bright point which
then drops down to lower values and nearly ceases after the formation of
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Figure 2: Gives the temporal evolution of the studied plasma parameters of the tracked
MBP of Fig. 1. From top to bottom (left column): The magnetic field strength, the LOS
velocity, the field inclination, the size of the feature; right column: the intensity in the
spectropolarimetric data, the G-band intensity, and the Ca II H intensity; Black lines
correspond to barycentre values; dark-red, orange, yellow lines to maxima, minima and
averages in a 5 by 5 pixels2 subfield around the barycentre. The dashed vertical lines
mark the starting and ending of the tracking of the feature.
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Figure 3: From top to bottom: The magnetic field strength distribution, the LOS velocity
distribution, and the magnetic field inclinations of all the tracked MBPs are displayed
with increasing initial magnetic field strengths. The vertical bars give the final and maxi-
mum value of the quantities, whereas the symbol represents the initial value. The dashed
lines, in the case of the inclinations, illustrate the domains of the outwards pointing and
inwards pointing magnetic field (the 2 polarities). Besides the 45 and 135 degree lines are
plotted to indicate the boundary between vertical and horizontal fields.
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the MBP. The size of the feature shows an expected behaviour, namely a
shrinkage in the beginning and then a rather slow increase in size when the
feature fades away.
The last results we wish to discuss are depicted in Fig. 3. Here we
show from top to bottom the magnetic field strength, LOS velocity, and
field inclination for all of the tracked MBPs in the used Hinode data set.
The magnetic field strengths are sorted from smaller initial magnetic field
strengths to larger ones. It is remarkable that this sorting of the magnetic
field strengths also lead to a kind of sorting within the other 2 studied pa-
rameters. Namely that LOS velocities generally tend to have lower values
when the initial magnetic field strength is higher and that the field is more
vertically orientated for stronger fields.
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